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LED luminaire - RUBI - without frame

Price 16.21 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 10 days

Number 1333

Manufacturer LEDIX

Product description
The smallest of all the options RUBI LED lighting fixtures. 5.1cm in width, high on 4,05cm and 1,25cm thick. There is a frame,
which fits in more places than other versions housing. Itself but also the shape is more interesting and method of hanging will
to a large extent determined the effect of illumination. It has 4 holes through which light is mined. The color of this light is to
choose the Client during the ordering process.

The high IP56 luminaire also allows use in locations outside the building that are exposed to rain. Just check out the bathroom,
perhaps as highlighting some detail, shelves, etc.

RUBI

- Invisible light emitting element
- High efficiency light fixtures
- Referring to the theme design wheels
- Version with an additional one-piece or decorative element base
- Enhanced functionality
- The availability of different versions of the body and the color of the emitted light 
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This product has additional options:

Housing: Aluminum , Stal nierdzewna / stainless steel / Edelstahl , Grafit / Graphite / Graphit , Patyna / Patina , Biały / White /
weiß , Czarny / Black / schwarz
Light color: Warm white , Cold white , Red , Blue , Green , RGB (+ 2.23 Euro )
Power supply: 14V
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